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Let’s face it: Facebook is here to stay
Exclusive online community reunites friends, lovers and stalkers alike
ELIZABETH
MCMILLAN

Step aside Brangelia, there’s a new soap
opera in town. Say hi to Facebook, an
online community that wants to know
your deepest secrets—and share them
with the world. Forget supermarket
tabloids: the hippest university trend is
this veriﬁable stalker’s guide, complete
with up-to-the-minute information on
all your friends’ nightly exploits, political views and social afﬁliations.
The website allows everyone to
become their own paparazzi, with
picture uploads and proﬁle changes
documented on the constantly revolving news reel. Members can log in
throughout the day and discover who’s
at the library, who’s talking to whom
and who’s dating whom. An information freeway, Facebook allows you in
many cases to quite literally see into
other people’s bedrooms.
The appeal for many users is the site’s
exclusivity. After all, you can only see
the proﬁles of people you are “friends”
with, or those with whom you share a
network. I know I feel secure knowing
that only select people—that is anyone
with a U of A e-mail address—can see
my personal information.
Possessing all the characteristics of
a creepy neighbour, Facebook allows
you to monitor people’s coming and
goings. By browsing proﬁles you can
listen in on their conversations and

evaluate social networks by monitoring their friend expansion. Facebook
can even generate drama of its own.
Following the lead of a grade four
science experiment, I made a few
hypotheses and changed my relationship status from “single” to the elusive
“in a relationship.” Within minutes,
I had received my ﬁrst response—via
Facebook of course. I was glad to know
that one of my closest friends knew
how to reach me at such a crucial time,
since our daily communications had
clearly been insufﬁcient to ﬁll her in.
I intend to post all future life changing
events on Facebook ﬁrst.

Masking as a
networking tool,
the company now
has access to key
information from
its pool of nearly 10
million users. Think
you’re safe amid your
ever-expanding friend
list? Think again.
So what is the point of this timeabsorbing black hole? I’m still struggling with that one. But what most
registered users will tell you is that it’s
oddly addictive. It’s also revolutionizing the way we socialize. Need to
avoid an awkward face-to-face conversation? Just wall-post. Need to advertise
your entrepreneur project? Create an

event. Missing your friends from kindergarten? Search them. Nothing says
“thinking of you” like a random
reunion on the Facebook front page.
Part of the appeal is absorbing all
the information people freely exhibit.
You get to meet their families, look
at their friends and measure compatibility based on similar interests. Hell,
Facebook has even created a new genre
of “friend.” You don’t need to have
personal contact with someone to add
them. But the add reinforces their existence and importance in your life—not
to mention your popularity.
Think it’s all fun and games? Think
again. What started as a Harvard
University student’s online social network has expanded into an advertising
tour de force. Earlier this month, Yahoo
reportedly offered current Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg between $800
million and $1 billion for his creation.
The 22-year-old refused, apparently not
needing to pay off any student loans.
Currently supported by a $200 000
Microsoft deal and a staff of 150,
Facebook isn’t just your friendly Big
Brother. It’s also an advertiser’s dream.
Masking as a networking tool, the company now has access to key information
from its pool of nearly 10 million users.
Think you’re safe amid your everexpanding friend list? Think again.
Don’t know what I’m talking about?
Look it up. It’ll live up to your Internet
stalking dreams and pretty soon you’ll
be spending countless hours furtively
glancing at people you think you recognize. And thanks for all the comments, wall-posts and curious messages
about my love life. I’m glad to know my
friends are paying close attention.
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Yaar, the nerds are alright
I strolled onto campus on Thursday
wearing my hot pink “Talk Nerdy To
Me” T-shirt, and was barraged with an
onslaught of comments insinuating that
I was a poseur. WTF? Some people,
myself included, have the right to wear
those shirts. So what if I don’t hide from
the opposite sex and have never played
D&D? I am a nerd in my own right. I
ditched out on bar night this week to
go play Mario Kart, and last weekend,
after a day at the Space and Science
Center (where highlights included riding
a Segway), I spent my evening updating info on the CompE club website and
playing Minesweeper. I once got a phone
number in binary and couldn’t have been
happier. I’ve used pick-up lines which
involve integration, I love binary jokes
and I celebrate Pi Day. I think guys who
read (or write) comics are hot. I dress
and talk like a pirate on a regular basis,
and the current ringtone on my ridiculously over-equipped and geeky PDA is
deﬁnitely “White and Nerdy.”
Therefore, despite the fact that I’d
rather play Tetris than D&D, and I’ll
watch old-school Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles before Star Trek, I think I’m pretty
entitled to wear that shirt. So nerd boys,
go ahead and discuss the poor continuity
of Enterprise! I assure you my eyes won’t
glaze over, but they may wink a little.

DANA MARSH

Computer Engineering III

‘Preferential’ panel panned
As I recently attended Tuesday’s panel
discussion and open forum on Canada’s
role in Afghanistan that was put on by
the Muslim Students’ Association and
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the Edmonton Coalition Against War
and Racism, I couldn’t help but leave
feeling disappointed as the gathering
came to a close. As expected, the “discussion” was decidedly preferential,
with the overwhelming majority of time
allotted going to those in support of a
withdrawal from Afghanistan.
Irrespective of this, however, I was
ultimately taken aback by the nature of
how the forum was moderated. Many
individuals who wished to speak were
unable to, as our limited time was spent
sorting through rounds of childish bickering from members of the audience.
This issue is too important to too many
people to allow an unmoderated argument to preclude us from discussing the
topic at hand.
To the gentleman on the discussion
panel who referred to those who display
yellow ribbons in support of our troops
as war-supporting “hicks,” yet leaves
unannounced halfway through the discussion: you, sir, have demonstrated a
complete lack of sensitivity and shown
blatant disregard for the issue at hand.
Your comments that afternoon insulted
millions of Canadians, and the soldiers
they support.

MIKE WILLIAMS

Arts III
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